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Abstract 
In this paper we compute the second and the third integral (co)homology groups of the free 
Bumside monoid satisfying Tm = Tmid, m > 3, d 2 1. 
0. Introduction 
Let r, m, d be integers, with m >_ 0, r, d >_ 1. The free Burnside monoid A4 = Mr,,,d 
is defined by the presentation 
S#(r,m,d) = ( CIXm+d = X”, (X any word on C) ), 
where C is a set of cardinality r. 
(0.1) 
It was shown in [20] that if m 2 6, then the word problem for g (r, m, d) is decidable. 
Independently, de Luca and Varricchio [ 171 proved this for the case m > 5, d = I. 
The proof of the decidability of the word problem for the case m > 4 was given 
independently by Guba [8] and do Lago [ 161. The strongest result in this direction - 
for m 2 3 - was given by Guba [9]. 
Note that the case m = 2 remains open. The case m = 1 is reduced to the case 
m = 0 in [14]. If m = 0 we have the word problem for a free Burnside group of 
exponent d. Such a group is finite if d = 2,3 [4], d = 4 [25], d = 6 [lo]. If d is a 
sufficiently large odd integer, then the free Burnside group is infinite provided r > 1 
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[22, I]. For all these cases the word problem is decidable. Recently a long paper [13] 
was published, where the same facts were proved for even d, namely, for the case 
when d > 248 and d is divisible by 29. (An announcement of a similar result was also 
given in [ 191. )
Our aim here is to consider the low-dimensional integral (co)homology of M. From 
standard facts (see 1.2 below) we have 
H,(M) = z;. (0.3) 
If Y = 1 then H,(M) = 0 for even n and H,,(M) = Zd for odd n (n 2 2). 
Our main result is the following 
Theorem. Suppose r > 1, m > 3, d > 1. Then 
(i) Hl(A4) is free abelian of’ infinite rank. 
(ii) H3(A4) is a direct sum of injnitely many copies of Zd. 
To prove this theorem we will obtain a complete rewriting system for M and then 
make use of the work of Kobayashi [ 151. (We remark that for finite complete rewriting 
systems an algorithm for computing homology can be derived from [15]. However, in 
our situation the rewriting system is infinite.) 
Corollary. H’(A4) = Z, H’(M) = 0, and for Y > 1, m 2 3, d 2 1, H2(A4) is the direct 
sum of Z; and the cartesiun product qf injinitely many copies of L, 
H3(M) = 0. 
This follows from the above result using the universal coefficient theorem 
H”(M) = Ext(H,_ I (M), Z) @ Hom(H,,(M), Z) (0.4) 
(see (1.2.1) below), together with elementary properties of Ext as described for example 
in [ 11, pp.97-981. 
We remark that in the case when m = 0 (so that M is a free Burnside group), 
it is shown in [23, Corollary 31.2, p. 3361 that for d large and odd, Hz(M) is free 
abelian of infinite rank. Also, it is shown in [23] that, again for d large and odd, 
M has a presentation which is combinatorially aspherical (CA). For groups with 
such a presentation there is the standard Lyndon resolution (see [ 18, 12]), and from 
this it follows that from dimension 3 onwards the homology is periodic of period 2, 
with H,,(M) a direct sum of infinitely many copies of & for n 1 3, n odd, and 
H,(M) = 0 for n > 4, n even. Thus, we see that in low dimensions the homo- 
logy of Mr,,,d (m 2 3,d large and odd) agrees with that of Mr,O,d. It would be 
interesting to know why this is so, and whether the agreement extends to higher 
dimensions. 
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1. Preliminaries 
1.1. (Co)homology of monoids 
Let S be a monoid, and consider the left D-module Z’, where S acts trivially. A 
pmjrctive (left) resolution of Z is an exact sequence 
i, 
*_p, -%p,,_, h... 4P, L-0 ^ az+0, (1.1.1) 
where the Pi’s are projective left ZS-modules. The resolution is said to be of finite 
length if there exists m such that Pi = 0 for all i > m. 
A projective resolution is called a free resolution if all the Pi’s are free modules. 
Free resolutions always exist. One such resolution is the bav resolution. Here P, is the 
free left D-module on the set of symbols 
bI/~2/.../hIl (SI,S2,...,& ES> 




However, the bar resolution is not very efficient. In particular, it has infinite length and 
if S is an infinite monoid then all the modules in the resolution except PO are infinitely 
generated. In practice, one is often interested in trying to find “smaller” resolutions. If 
S has a complete rewriting system, then work in [26, 2, 3, 7, 151 gives a method of 
using the rewriting system to construct a free resolution for S (see a survey in [6]). 
This resolution has the feature that all the Pi’s are finitely generated if the rewriting 
system is finite. We will make considerable use of the constructions in [15] in this 
paper. 
Now let A be any right D-module. Then applying A ~8~s - to the resolution (1.1.1) 
gives the chain complex 
of abelian groups. The nth left homology of S (with coefficients in A), denoted 
Hi”(S,A) is the nth homology of this chain complex (1.1.2). Also, let B be a left 
D-module. Then applying Homzs( -, B) to the resolution ( 1.1.1) gives the (negative) 
chain complex 
(‘.* 
+ Homr&P,,B) c- Hom&Pn_l, B) + . + Horn&PO, B) + 0 (1.1.3) 
of abelian groups. The nth left cohomology of S (with coefficients in B), denoted 
H$,(S, B) is the (-n)th homology of this negative chain complex ( 1.1.3). By standard 
homological algebra these left (co)homology groups are independent of the choice 
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of resolution (1.1.1). In fact, Hj’)(S,A) is just Torz’(A, Z) and H&(S,B) is just 
Ext;s(Z, B). 
We could equally well consider projective right resolutions of Z, where Z is regarded 
as a right B-module with trivial S-action. Then for any lefi B-module B we would 
have the nth right homology of S, 
H,“‘(S, B) = Tor;‘(Z, B). 
We could also define the nth right cohomology HG,(S,A) (A a right D-module). 
If S admits an anti-isomorphism, that is, a map * : S + S such that (ss’)* = 
s’*s*, s** = s for all s,s’ E S, then we can convert any left LAS-module B into a right 
B-module B* by the rule 
b.s=s*.b (b E B, s E S). 
Similarly, we can convert any right module A to a left module A*. In particular, 
applying * enables us to convert left resolutions to right resolutions and vice versa. 
One can easily show that 
H”‘(S B) = H”‘(S B*) n 2 n 2 ) 
H;,,(W) = H;,)(S,A*). 
Thus, for monoids equipped with an anti-isomorphism, it suffices to compute the left 
(co)homology. 
However, for general monoids there appears to be a difference between left and right 
behaviour. For instance, Cohen [5] has given an example of a monoid for which there 
is a left resolution of Z with all the Pi’s finitely generated, but no right resolution of 
Z with PI finitely generated. One may ask the following: 
Question. Is there a monoid for which Z has a left resolution of finite length but for 
which Z has no right resolution of jnite length?’ 
1.2. (Co)homology with trivial coeficients 
Note that since the bifunctor Tor is balanced, we have Hn(“(S,h) = NA”(S,.Z). We 
denote this group by H,,(S) - the nth integral homology group of S. Then using the 
universal coefficient theorem for cohomology [ll, p.1791 we have 
H;,,(S, Z) = Ext(H,f’), (S), Z) @ Hom(H,(‘)(S), Z) 
= Ext(H,(‘), (S), Z) @ Hom(H;‘)(S), Z) 
= H;,(S> z). (1.2.1) 
Thus, we have an unambiguous definition of the nth integral cohomology group H”(S) 
of s. 
’ [Added in proof; November 19951 Yes. (V. Cuba, S. Pride, to appear.) 
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Once we have computed the integral homology we can of course work out the 
(co)homology for all coefficient modules on which S acts trivially using the appropriate 
universal coefficient theorems (see [l 1, VI.1.5.11 for the case when S is a group). 
It is well-known (and easily proved, for instance, using the bar resolution) that for 
any monoid S, Ho(S) = Z. Also suppose S is given by a monoid presentation 9. 
Then one can use 9 to construct a partial free resolution up to dimension 2 (see [26] 
or [24] for details) and using this one finds that 
HI(S) = G/G’ (= HI(G) 1, 
where G is the group given by the same presentation 9. 
1.3. Rewriting systems 
Let C be a finite alphabet and let C” be the free monoid on C; its elements we call 
words. We denote by = the graphical equality of words; (X/ is the length of X. 
Any subset R in z* x C* is called a rewriting system. By a rule of R we mean 
a pair of words (U, V) E R. Define a relation --f on E* putting X ---f Y if there are 
words WI, Wz E C* and a rule (U, V) E R such that X = WI UW2, Y = WI VW,. Denote 
by 3 the reflexive transitive closure of -+. The equivalence relation generated by + 
we denote by -. 
A rewriting system R is called Noetherian if there are no infinite sequences X,,, n > 1 
such that X, + X,+1 for all n. We say that R is conjuent if for any X, Y,Z E C* 
such that X : Y,X 5 Z there exists W E C’ such that Y -?, W,Z 5 W. A rewriting 
system is called complete if it is Noetherian and confluent. 
The word X E C* is called reducible (relative to R) if there exists some Y E C” 
such that X 4 Y. Otherwise, we call X irreducible (relative to R). We say that the 
word Y is an irreducible form of the word X if X 5 Y and Y is irreducible. It is 
easy to see that if R is Noetherian, then any X E C’ has at least one irreducible form. 
The result of the next lemma is well-known (see, for example, [21, 261). We include 
a proof for the convenience of the reader. 
Theorem 1.1. Assume that R is a Noetherian rewriting system. Then @lowing con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
( 1) R is con$uent (complete); 
(2) any word X E C* has exactly one irreducible form. Moreover, X N Y if‘ and 
only ij’X, Y have the same irreducible forms; 
(3) for any rules (UV,P),(VW,Q), w h ere V is non-empty there exists a word Z E 
C* such that PW 5 Z, UQ 5 Z; for any rules (UVW, P), (V, Q) there exists u word 
Z E L5:* such that P A Z, UQW : Z. 
Proof. (1) + (2): The existence of an irreducible form was noted above (since R is 
assumed Noetherian). 
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To prove uniqueness, consider the situation when X 5 Zt,X 5 Z,, where Zi, Z, are 
irreducible. Using (1) we obtain that there exists W such that Z1 5 W, Z2 3 W. But 
we cannot apply any rule to Zi or Z2, so we obtain Zt = W,Z, = W. Therefore, two 
irreducible forms of the word X are graphically equal. 
Now we have to check that X N Y if and only if X, Y have the same irreducible 
forms. It is obvious that any word is equivalent to its irreducible form, so the “if” part 
follows. Conversely, let X - Y. Obviously, we can pass from X to Y applying rules or 
their inverses. Thus, we may consider only the case X = WI UW2, Y = WI VW2, (U, V) E 
R. Let Z be the irreducible form of Y. Then X 5 Y 3 Z, so X 5 Z and Z is the 
irreducible form of X. We proved that X, Y have the same irreducible form. 
(2) + (3): Let (UV,P),(VW, Q) E R; V is non-empty. Obviously, PW N UVW N 
UQ. Then it holds PW A Z, UQ 5 Z, where Z is the irreducible form of UVW. Thus 
the first condition holds. The second one we may check analogously. 
(3) + (1): Let X 5 Y,X A Z. We have to prove the existence of W such that 
Y-T, w,z-T, w. 
Define a strict partial ordering on C* putting U < V if V 5 U and at least one rule 
is applied in passing from V to U. Since R is Noetherian, U # V. Suppose that our 
proposition is true for all words X’ such that X’ < X. If X = Y or X = Z then our 
conclusion is obvious. Otherwise, we may find words Yt ,Zi such that X + Yt , Yi 2 
Y,X + Zt, Zt : Z. Therefore, we can express X as X = Y2Ys Yd = ZlZsZb, where 
(Ys,Yg),(Zs,Zs) are rules and Yl = YzYsY4,Zt = Z2Z5Zd. 
If the occurrences Y,,Zs in X have empty intersection, then it is obvious that there 
exists W E C* such that Y1 --f W,Z, + W. If Ys,Zs have a non-empty overlap, then 
the first condition in (3) guarantees that we can find a word W with the property 
Yt 5 W,Z, 5 W. This is also true if one of the occurrences Y3, Zs contains the other, 
by the second condition of (3). So, in all cases we have W with the property above. 
Since Yi < X, Yi 5 Y, Yt 5 W, we obtain, by our assumption, that for some 
Y’ we have Y 5 Y’, W 2 Y’. By analogy, for some Z’ we have Z 5 Z’, W A Z’. 
Since W < X we can apply our assumption again. So, we find a word W’ with 
Y’ : W’, Z’ -r, W’. Thus Y, Z : W’. 
To finish the proof, suppose that for some X the conclusion does not hold. Then we 
can find Xi < X which does not satisfy this condition. Again, find an X2 < Xt and 
so on. As a result, we construct an infinite chain of words which are not equal and 
such that X1 : X2 5 . . This contradicts the assumption that R is Noetherian. 0 
1.4. A resolution for M arising from a rewriting system 
Consider the free Bumside monoid A4 = Mr,,,,,d as given by the presentation (0.1) 
and suppose m > 3. It will be shown in Section 2 below that there is a suitable 
complete rewriting system R for M on the alphabet C. We will describe here how to 
obtain a free right resolution of Z using R. We will follow [15], to which the reader 
is referred for further details. However we have modified the notation of Kobayashi 
somewhat. In particular, we have used instead of 8. 
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We let h(R) denote the set of all irreducible words on C, and let h+(R) denote 
the set h(R) \ {l}. We will assume that no element of Z is the left-hand side of any 
rule in R, so that C Clrr+(R). Since every element of M is represented by a unique 
irreducible word we identify h(R) with M. We let E be the set of all pairs (X, Y ), 
where X, Y E h+(R), XY is not irreducible, but all of its proper beginnings (that is, 
initial segments) are irreducible. For a word X we denote by 2 the irreducible form 
of x. 
For IZ > 1 we let Y(“) consist of all sequences of the form (c’, r2,. . . , L’“), where 
r’ E C, (u’, t@’ ) E E (1 < i < n). Sometimes we will use the notation c’t’* c” 
instead of (~‘,a~,..., u”). Let PO = ZM and for n 2 1, let P,, be the free right module 
with basis I’(“). For convenience let P-1 = Z. 
For IZ > 0 one can inductively define &V-homomorphisms 
and abelian group homomorphisms 




From this it follows that 
(’ _I . + P, 4 PI,_, --f ‘.. ?2p,~po~~,o (1.4.1) 
is a free resolution of Z. 
We let &, be the augmentation map E, and define io : P-1 + PO by io( 1) = 1. 
Also we define ~3, : PI --f PO by the formula a,(x) = x - 1 (x E C = Y(l)). Let 
ii : PO -7‘ PI be defined as follows. Given any irreducible word x, we present it as a 
product of letters: x = ~1x2 . . . xk. Then 
Note that il( 1) = 0. 
Now for any n 2 1 we put 
&+t(r’ ...rnrn+l . 1) = u’ . ..Vn . un+’ - j,s,(u’ . ..Lln . cn+‘). (1.4.2) 
To define in+!, first note that as a group P,, is free abelian on the set of elements 
v’ . . u” ..x (c’...# E V(“), x E h(R)). 
If t’“x is irreducible, we set in+1 (u’ . . . u” . x) = 0. Otherwise, choose the mini- 
mal beginning v”v”+’ of L’“X which is not irreducible and write x = c”+’ y. Obvi- 
ously, (U”, rn+’ ) E E. Then (see [15], condition (d) on p. 266) we have that 
i,(?,(u’ c” . II”+‘) is a sum of elements of the form w’ . . w” . z, where the word 
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WI... w”z is shorter than v’ . ..v v n I+‘. Then, by inductive assumption, in+, is defined 
on i&v1 . . . vn . vnf’) . y. We then put 
in+i(ri . .~n .g = d . . v*vn+l y + in+l(inan(V1 . . vn d~+l). y). (1.4.3) 
Applying - @ZM Z to the resolution (1.4.1) gives the chain complex of abelian 
groups 
. . . -+P, -%pn_, + ... 
; i 
2 1”, 5 PO + 0, (1.4.4) 
where P,, is the free abelian group with basis V(“), and where if 5 E I’@) and a,(t) = 
(1 . ml $ . . . + & ‘mk (5; E vcn), m; E &‘d for i = l,..., k), then 
a&) = &cm1 >ti + . . + E(mk)tk. (1.4.5) 
Then 
H,(M ) = Ker 8,, /Im a,+,. (1.4.6) 
2. Free Burnside monoids 
We assumed that 112 3. Recall some basic definitions which were given in [8]. 
A word X E C* is a proper power, if X = Y” for some Y E C* and an integer 
s > 1. Otherwise we say that X is simple or primitive. 
A word X is called T-periodic, where T is a non-empty word, if X is a subword in 
some power of T. 
Let k 2 0 be an integer parameter, which we call the rank. We will define the 
following concepts by simultaneous induction on k: period of rank k, long k-periodic 
word, reducible k-periodic word, immediate left (right) k-extension of u word, left 
(right) k-extension of a word. 
When k = 0 all concepts are vacuous except for O-extensions. A left (right) O- 
extension of a word W is simply the word itself. 
Now suppose that k > 1. 
1. By a period of rank k we mean a word T satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) T is a simple word; 
(2) ITI = k; 
(3) the word T does not contain any reducible I-periodic subword with 1 < k. 
2. The word W is called a long k-periodic word, if there exist a period T of rank 
k and words X, Y such that 
( 1) XFVY is a T-periodic word; 
(2) XW( WY) is a left (right) (k - 1)-extension of the word W; 
(3) ImI > IT?; 
(4) IWI ’ ITI. 
In this case we also say that W is long T-periodic. 
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The word W is called a reducible k-periodic word, if there exists a period T of rank 
k such that 
(1) W is T-periodic; 
(2) W = WI W, , where (W,I = ITdj, and W2 is a long k-periodic word. 
Also we shall say that W is reducible T-periodic. 
3. The word YX is called an immediate left (right) k-extension of the word X, if 
there exist words Z and W such that 
(1) x = WZ(X = ZW); 
(2) W is a long k-periodic word; 
(3) YW( WY) is a k-periodic word. 
4. The word YX is called a left (right) k-extension of the word X, if there exist 
words VI, V,, . . , vk+[ such that 
(1) Vk+l =X; 
(2) v, = YX( v, = XY); 
(3) for each j from 1 to k either V, = V’,,, , or Vj is an immediate left (right) 
.j-extension of the word Vi+, . 
Definition. Let T be a period of some rank k and let W be a long T-periodic word. 
We call W a minimal long T-periodic if it has no proper long T-periodic subwords. 
For any period T of some rank k and for any minimal long T-periodic word W, 
we consider a T-periodic word W’ which contains d extra periods T (it is easy to 
see that this definition is unambiguous). We shall say that W’ is a minimal reducible 
T-periodic word. Let R consists of all rules of the form ( W', W). The number k we 
shall call the rank of the rule (W’, W) and T is called a period of the rule. We will 
show below (Lemma 2.1) that R is a complete rewriting system for M. First, however, 
for the benefit of the reader we give some examples illustrating the above concepts. 
Example. (i) k = 1. The periods of rank 1 are just the individual letters a E C. The 
long l-periodic words are words of the form ai (a E C, i > m), and the reducible 
l-periodic words are words of the form alfd (a E C, i > m). A word W has an 
immediate left l-extension if and only if W = a’Z for some a E C, i > m, Z E ,I*; 
then the immediate left l-extensions of W are the words aj W (j > 0). The (unique) 
minimal long a-periodic word is am, and the rule corresponding to it is (am+d,am). 
(ii) k = 2. The periods of rank 2 are the words ab (a, b E z, a # b). The long 
2-periodic words are words of the form (ab)‘, (ab)‘a (a,b E C, a # b, i 2 m), and 
the reducible 2-periodic words are words of the form (ab)‘+d, (abytda (a, b E 1, a # 
6, i 2 m). A word W has an immediate left 2-extension if and only if W = (ab)‘a”Z 
for some a, b E C, a # b, i 2 m, 6 E (0, l}, Z E C”; then the immediate left 2- 
extensions of W are the words b6’(aby W (j > 0, ii’ E (0, l}). The minimal long 
ah-periodic words (a, b E C, a # b) are (ab)m and (ba)“‘, and the corresponding rules 
are ((ab)“+d ,(ab)m), ((baFd,(ba)“). 
(iii) k=7. Let m = 3, d = 1. It is easy to check that T = (ab)3a (a, b E C, a # b) 
is a period of rank 7. Consider the word W = (ba)3(ab)3a(ab)3 (here we have 
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T3 = aWu). Since (6~)~ is a long 2-periodic word then aW is an immediate left 2- 
extension of W. Analogously, since (ab)3 is a long 2-periodic word then Wa is an 
immediate right 2-extension of W. All immmediate left (right) extensions of W are 
left (right) 6-extensions of W. Thus, W is long 7-periodic. 
We can determine all the rules corresponding to the period T as follows. For any 
T’ which is a cyclic shift of T we consider a long T-periodic word of minimal length 
which begins with T’. There are exactly ITI words in this list. Obviously, all minimal 
long T-periodic words are in this list of words. Now we delete from the list all words 
which contain properly some subword from this list. The remaining words are exactly 
all minimal long T-periodic. 
In our case the list is: ((ab)3a)2(ab)3, ((ba)3)a)2(ba)2b, ((ab)2a2b)3, ((ba)2aba)3, 
((aba)2b)3, (ba2(ba)2)3, (a(ab)3)3. 0 ne can see that the second word is properly con- 
tained in the first word and in the seventh word, so these words are not minimal and 
the list of all minimal long T-periodic words consists of 5 words: from second to 
sixth. Each of these 5 words gives a rule (for example, the second word gives the rule 
(((ba)3a)3(ba)2b,((ba)3a)2(ba)2b). 
Lemma 2.1. R is a complete rewriting system jbr M, that is, the equivalence relution 
N given by R is the congruence generated by all relations Xmfd = X”. 
Proof. It follows from [8, 91 that all rules of R are consequences of the defin- 
ing relations of g (r,m,d). If T is a period of some rank k and V is a long T- 
periodic word (not necessarily minimal), then we can consider a minimal long T- 
periodic subword of it. Let V’, W’ be reducible T-periodic words which contain d 
periods more than V, W respectively. Then for some UI, l_J2 we have: V = U, WlJ2, V’ 
= VI W’U2. So, the relation V’ = V is a consequence of the relation W’ = W. But it 
is proved in [8, 91 that the set of all relations V’ = V is a set of defining relations 
of %? (r, m, d). 
We now prove that R is complete. Obviously, R is Noetherian since for any rule 
( W’, W) E R one has 1 W’I > 1 WI. To prove that R is confluent, we have to show that 
R satisfies conditions (3) of Lemma 1.1. 
Consider the first of these conditions. Let (UV, P), (VW, Q) be rules from R, where 
V is non-empty. At first we consider the case / V 1 < IPI, ( VI < IQl. Then we may put 
P = PI V, Q = VQ’. Obviously, PW = P’ VW --f P’Q = P’ VQ’, UQ = UVQ’ ---) PQ’ = 
P’VQ’, i.e. the condition holds. 
Otherwise, suppose / V ( > 1PI or I VJ > /Qi. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume (VI > IPI. Then P is a proper end of V, so V = V’P with non-empty V’. 
Denote by k, 1, respectively, the ranks of the rules which are considered. Suppose k = 1. 
Then the intersection of UV and VW has length greater than IPI, which is greater than 
k since P is long k-periodic. So UW and VW are contained in the periodic word UVW 
(i.e. they are k-agreed in the terminology of [S]). Obviously, we may conclude that 
the words PW, UQ are obtained from UVW by deleting d periods. Thus, PW = UQ, 
and the first part of condition (3) of Lemma 1.1 again holds. 
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Suppose now that k # 1. Note that V is long k-periodic (since it contains P), and 
it is also I-periodic (it is contained in VW). By Lemma 2.4 [8] and Lemma 4 [9] we 
conclude that k 5 1. So, we may assume that k < 1. The word Q is a beginning of 
VW, and it is long l-periodic. Then it cannot be k-periodic by the above lemmas. We 
conclude that V must be a proper beginning of Q and Q = VV” = V’PV” for some 
V”. Lemma 2.3 [S] implies that PV” must be long l-periodic which contradicts the 
minimal property of Q from the definition of R. In all cases the first part of condition 
(3) of Lemma 1.1 is true. 
To finish the proof, we have to show that the second part of condition (3) is true. 
Let (UVW, P), (V, Q) be rules of R. Denote by k, 1 the ranks of these rules. The case 
I < k contradicts the definition of a period of rank k. If k = I, then UVW contains a 
reducible k-periodic subword. Then P is not minimal k-periodic, or U = W = 1, P = Q 
(in which case the conclusion is trivial). Finally, the case k < 1 cannot be true by 
Lemma 2.4 [8] and Lemma 4 [9] (recall that these lemmas state that a long I-periodic 
word cannot be k-periodic with k < 1). 0 
Remark. If (W’, W) E R, then W’ begins and ends with W. 
3. Computation of H&VI) 
3.1. Computution of & and i2 
Let (vi, r2) E E, IJ’ E C. Then (a’ 02, w) E R for some w and w is a proper end 
of v’v2. Thus, w is an end of v2 and we may put v* = z w, where z = zi . zp is a 
product of letters. By the definitions of al,il,&, we have: i:i(c’) = v’ - 1, iil(n’ ‘c*) = 
(v’v2)~_(~2)%_ w-v2 = - w zw, d2(a’v2.1) = v’~v2-ii~i(v’~v2) = c’.v2+il(zw)-i,(w), 
i.e. 
&(v’ v2 1) = C’ v2 + Z[ z2 . zpw + . . . + zp . w. (3.1.1) 
Lemma 3.1. Let a E C, x E Irr(R). Then either ax is irreducible, or ax begins with 
some r, where (r,s) E R. Let r = ay,x = yz. Then (ax)*= sz. 
Proof. We have ax = ayz = rz --f sz. Since r = r’s for some non-empty r’, we obtain 
a_v = r’s, where y ends with s. So, sz is an end of yz = x. The word x is irreducible, 
so sz is irreducible. Therefore, (ax)*= sz. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let u, v E b@(R), uv +! Zrr(R) and suppose any proper beginning of UL’ 
is irreducible. Then u = u’u”, u’ non-empty and (u”v,s) E R for some u’, u”,s, and 
(UC) ^ = u’s 
Proof. Since UC is not irreducible and any of its proper beginnings is irreducible, then 
uv ends with some word which is a left side of some rule of R. Obviously, this word 
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is not an end of u, so we have u = u’u”, (u”v, s) E R for some u’, u”,s and u” is 
non-empty. Thus uv = u’u”v + u’s. Note that s is a proper beginning of u”v. Then 
u’s is a proper beginning of uu. Therefore, u’s is irreducible and (uv)*= u’s, 0 
Now let a E C, x E Z*. Assume that x E h(R). If ax is irreducible, then iz(a.x) = 
0 by definition. Otherwise, let x = c2y, v’ = a E C ,(v’, v2) E E. Then iz(a x) = 
c’v2.y+i2(i’~‘(v’ . v’). y). Let us show that the second expression equals 0. Indeed, 
let (v’v2, w) E R, v’ = zw,z = z’ .zp, where z’, . , zp are letters. Then i’ c”’ (v’ . v* ) = 
+I ‘ZZ . ..z.w+...+z~~w). Therefore, iz(i’C?‘(v’ .v2).y) = -iz(z’ ‘~2 . ..zPwy+...+ 
zP . wy) = 0 since all words of the form z;zi+’ . .z,wy (1 5 i 5 p) are irreducible 
(they are subwords of x). Therefore, 
iz(a .X) = v’v2. y. (3.1.2) 
Let (v’ , v2, c3) E Vc3). Then (v’ v2, s) E R, t’* = uv, where c is non-empty and 
(vv3, t) E R. Let us give an important 
Definition. (c’,v2,c3) E Vc3) IS a triple of the jirst type if v is an end of s and a 
beginning of t. In this case we put s = s’v, t = d. Otherwise we say that (v’, v2, v3) 
is a triple of the second type. 
Lemma 3.3. Let (v’,v2,v3) is a triple of the second type, (v’c2,s) E R,c2 = uv, L’ is 
non-empty, (vv3, t) E R. Then s is a proper end of 1: und t is u proper beginning oj’ 
v. The w,ord v’v2v3 bus a period T which is u period of both rules (v’v2,s), (v’c3, t). 
Proof. It follows from the definition that either s is a proper end of v or t is a proper 
beginning of v. Assume the first is true. It follows from the proof of Lemma 2.1 that 
v’v2v3 has a period T which is a common period of both rules. Then t cannot begin 
with v since otherwise t properly contains s and so cannot be minimal T-periodic. 
Therefore, t is a proper beginning of v. 0 
Examples. Let (v’, v2, v3) E Vc3), a, b E C. 
(a) vi = a,v2 = am+d-‘,v3 = a. The triple is of the first type if d = 1 and the 
second type otherwise. 
(b) v’ = a,~>~ = Q”‘+~-’ , c3 = b(ab)“+d-‘. The triple is of the first type. 
(c) v’ = a,v2 = (&)“+d-‘b,v3 = a. The triple is of the second type. 
3.2. Computation of 83 
Let us compute i2&(v’v2. v3), where (v’,v2,v3) E VC3). Suppose it is a triple of the 
first type. Let s = s’v, t = vt’, v2 = zs. Then v2 = zs’v = uv, u = zs’,z = zl . . .z,,. Using 
(3.1.1) and the fact that 82 is a ZM-homomorphism, we obtain 
&(v’? v3)=v’.(v%3)-+z, .(Z2...ZpSU3)~+...+Zp.(sC3): (3.2.1) 
Let us find the irreducible forms of these words. 
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Using Lemma 3.2, we have (u2u3)^ = ut = zs’t. It is clear that (Zi. ..z,sv~)~ = 
(zi . . zps’vv3 )^ = zi . . z&t (the last word is irreducible). Therefore, i2&( 0’ v* . u3 ) = 
i2(v’ . zs’t) + i&z’ . z* . . .z,s’t) + . . + iz(zp . s’t) = i2(u’ zs’t) since zs’t is irreducible. 
Then i2(u1 . zs’t) = i2(21’ .zs’ut’) = i2(u’ .zst’) = IJ’U* t’ by (3.1.2). Thus, 
i2&(v’v2 . C3) = 21’02 t’ (3.2.2) 
for a triple of the first type. Note that if T is a period of the rule (uv3, vt’) E R, then 
t’ is the result of deleting d periods T from u3. 
Now suppose we have a triple of the second type. We put v = r’s, v is non-empty 
by Lemma 3.3. Denote z = MU. Then (3.2.1) is still valid. We have (u2r3)“= ut. Let 
V’ = zj . ..zp. It is easy to see that if i 5 j, then (z; . . .z,sv3)*= z, . .Zj-It. If i > j, 
then the word zi . . . zpsv3 is irreducible being a proper end of the word v’sv3 = vv3. So, 
i2&(u’u2.v3) = i2(v1.~t)+...+i2(zj.zj+’ . ..zPsu3)+.... Note that u’ut is irreducible 
as a proper beginning of ZJ’ v*. The word z’ . . zi- 1 t is also irreducible as is the word 
Zj+‘... zPsv3. Then the above sum is equal to i2(zj .z,+’ . ..z.sv3) = w’w*.l by (3.1.2) 
where W’ = Z. W* = zj+’ I’ . ..z.sv3; in this case w’ w2 = t.r3. Thus, 
i*a*(v’o* .u3) zz w’w2 1 (3.2.3) 
for a triple of the second type. 
Now it is easy to compute &(u’u*u~ . 1). 
Cuse (a). (u’,u2,u3) E P3’ 1s a triple of the first type. Then using (3.2.2) and the 
definition of 83, one has 
d3(u’zh3 1) = u’v2. (2 - (d)‘), (3.2.4) 
where (v3)’ is the result of deleting d periods T from r3; 2’ is a period of the rule 
(‘x3, t) E R. 
Example. Let u’ = a,u* = am+d-‘,v3 = b(ab)“+d-‘. Then a3(r’c2n3 1) = c’c* 
(b(ab)“fd-’ - b(aby-1). 
Case (b). (u’,u*J~) E Vc3’ IS a triple of the second type. Then using (3.2.3) and 
the definition of 83, one has 
a3(u’v*u3 . 1) = L+u* . ‘I3 - w’w2. 1. (3.2.5) 
Example. Let u’ = u,u* = b(~b)“+~-‘,u~ = a; w’ = b, w* = (ub)m+d-‘u. Then 
t33(d’?v3 1) = ‘$y* .a_‘,$$‘,$. 1 
3.3. Computation of Ker $2 and Im & 
Note that &(v’u*) = u’ +z’ +. . . +z,. If T is a period of the rule (v’u2,w), then we 
may put u’z = Td. Denote by n,(T) the number of occurrences of the letter a E Z in 
the word T. Then &(v’v*) = d.C,,, n,(T).u. If T = a E Z’, then &(u’u*) = d.a. For 
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any a E C consider an (m +d)th power of a, putting w’ = a,w2 = amid-‘, 5, = w’w2. 
Then for any T with 17’ > 1 we obtain &(2;‘v2 - CaEzna(T). &,) = 0, i.e. 
2;‘~~ - En&T). t, E Kera2. (3.3.1) 
utz 
Let us check that the elements (3.3.1) (for all left sides u’v’ of the rules from R 
having a period of the length > 1) are free generators of the abelian group Ker 22. 
Denote by L the (abelian) subgroup generated by the elements (3.3.1). It is obvious that 
v’v2 E L + < &, a E C >. Any element in the kernel has the form I+ CaEZ. k,. r,, 1 E 
L, k, E Z. Then CaEr k,& E Ker&, so k, = 0 for all a E Z. So, Ker& = L. It is 
obvious that all elements (3.3.1) are linearly independent over Z. 
Now let us describe Zm&. It follows from (3.2.4) that &(v1v2v3) = 0 for a triple 
of the first type. By (3.2.5) we obtain &(v’v2v3) = tl’v2 - w’w2 for a triple of the 
second type. Now we shall give some auxiliary definitions. 
Let T be a period of some rank and let TX be an infinite (to both sides) power 
of T. Consider all occurrences of the minimal reducible T-periodic subwords in TX. 
We may enumerate them by integer numbers; denote by Di the ith occurrence. Let 
v(T) be the number of different minimal reducible T-periodic words. (For example, if 
m = 3,d = 1, T = am, then v(T) = 5.) Obviously, the words Di and Di+,.(r) are 
graphically equal. 
Now let us describe all triples of the second type. Let (v’, u2, u3) be a triple of the 
second type and let w’w’ be the end of v2v3 which is a left side of some rule of R. 
If T is a period of the word u’v2t”, then it is easy to see that Di = v’v2,Di+~ = w’w2 
for some integer i. Conversely, the occurrences Di and Dj+l in T” have a non-trivial 
intersection. Indeed, ID;1 > ITI and D; has a non-trivial intersection with Di+vcr) which 
is a right shift of Di into a period T in TX. But Di+l is the occurrence between D, and 
D;+>)(T), so it has also a non-trivial intersection with Di. To summarize, we conclude 
that the triples of the second type are in fact the pairs of neighbouring occurrences of 
the form (Di, Di+l). Denote such a triple by F; = Fi( T). NOW we see that &(F,) = 
Di - D;+l. Note that Fi = F,+,.(T). It holds 
a3(F, +...+F,,,,,)=O. (3.3.2) 
Now we may describe the image of 83. Since we may identify the elements of Vc2) 
with the left sides of rules of R, then any element of & has a form h = k,HI +. . .+k,H,., 
where HI,. . , H, are left sides of the rules of R. Say that two left sides are equivalent 
if their periods are conjugate. Since Di - ej is in the image of $3 for any i, j E 27, we 
may conclude that the element h is in Zm 83 ill the sum of coefficients of all elements 
from the same equivalence class is zero. 
Now we may compute Hz(M) N Ker $2 / Im 33. This factorization means that we 
identify the generators (3.3.1) if their periods conjugate. So, we obtain a free abelian 
group with a set of free generators which is the set of all cyclic words T, for any 
period T, ITI > 1 of some rank. Thus, the set of generators is infinite for r > 1. We 
have proved 
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Theorem 1. Hz(M7.,,d) (r > 1, m 2 3, d > 1) is a free abelian group of injinite runk. 
4. Computation of H&VI) 
To compute H3(M) we have to describe Ker 23 and Im $4. The first is easy: it follows 
from the previous section that Ker & is a free abelian group generated by all triples of 
the first type and the elements of the form (a(T) = F’ + . + F,< T) for any period T 
of some rank. Note that if T, T’ are conjugate, one has (P(T) = Q(Y). We claim that 
Im $4 is a free abelian group generated by all triples of the first type and all elements 
of the form d. Q(T). As a consequence, we shall prove that H3(M) is an infinite direct 
sum of copies of the cyclic group of order d. In particular, the third homology group 
is zero if d = 1. 
To describe an image of 84, we have to compute 84. Let 5 = (c’,~.~,G~, c4) E Vc4’. 
Case 1: The triple (v’,v2,v3) is of thejirst type. Let (u’v’,s’) E R; v2 = zpl, where 
(p’v3,s2) E R. We put a3 = pp2, where (p2c4,s3) E R. Then by the definition we 
have a,(t) = v’v2v3 v4 - i3&(v’v2v3 . v4). According to (3.2.4) &(c’v~v~ c4) = 
o’v*. ((v3c4)*- ((v3)‘v4)*), where (v3)’ is the result of deleting d periods T from v3; T 
is a period of the rule (p’v3,s2) E R. Suppose that the word ~‘v~zJ~ is T-periodic and 
T is also a period of the rule (pzv4,s3) E R. Lemma 3.2 implies that (v3v4)-= ps3. 
This word is also the result of deleting d periods T from v3v4 as is the word (v3)‘v4. 
So, ps3 = (v3)‘v4 and we obtain &(v1v2v3 v4) = 0. Thus, 
24(r) = v’v2v3 . v4. (4.1) 
Obviously, 84(t) = v’v2v3 - a triple of the first type. It is easy to see that for any such 
triple we can construct a suitable 5, i.e. any triple of the first type is in image of $4. 
Now suppose that the rules (p’v3,s2),(p2v4,s3) do not have a common period. Then 
the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows us that pz is a beginning of s3 and an end of s2. Put 
s3 = ~2s;. By Lemma 3.2, (v3v4)-= ps3 = pp&. Let US compute i3(v’v2 .pp2s3). The 
word v2pp& is not irreducible and v2pp2 is its minimal reducible beginning. By the 
definition of ix, one has i3(v’v2.pp&) = v’v2v3~s~+i~(i~&(v’v2~v3)~~~). Using (3.2.2) 
we see that i2a2(v’v2 v3) = v’v* . (v3)‘. Thus, a,(5) = v’v2v3 v4 - i3(v’v2 . (v3c4)-) + 
i3(c’v2 . ((v3)‘v4)*) = u’u2u3 . u4 - v1u2v3 .si - i3(v’v2 (v3)‘si) + i3(v’c2 . ((c3)‘c4)^) = 
v’v2v3 (v4 - si). So, if (v3)’ ends with p2 then ((v3)‘c4)” = (v’)‘~~ and 
24(r) = v’v2v3 . (v4 -s;> (4.2) 
So 24(t) = 0. Otherwise we are in the situation of Lemma 4.2. 
Case 2: The triple (v’,v2,v3) has the second type. We start with the case when 
all rules have a common period T and the word v’v2v3v4 is T-periodic. By definition, 
a,(<) = v’v2v3~v4-ig&(v1v2v3.v4). Using (3.2.5) we have c?3(v’v2v3. 1) = c’v2.v3- 
w’w2. l), where w’w2 = p’pp2;w’ E C. Then d3(v’v2v3 .v4) = v’v2~(v3v4)~-w’w2~~4 
= u’z’2. ps3 - w’w2 .v4 (we used Lemma 3.2). Further, i3(v’t.2.ps3) = i3(v’v2.pp2(v4)‘) 
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= i3(o’u2 . u3(v4)‘) = IJ’U~U~ (v4)’ + i3(i2&(u’u2 . v3). (v4)‘), where (v4)’ is ~5. Since 
i2~2(u’~2 . v3) = w’w2 1 by (3.2.3), we obtain --isds(~‘u~~~ . v4) = -u’u2c3 (u4)’ + 
i3(w1w2 . u”) - &(w’w* ’ (v4)‘). We have shown that 
d,(5) = du2u3 (u4 - (t14)‘) + i3(w’w2 . (ti4 - (2)‘)). (4.3) 
Lemma 4.1. Let (w’w*,s) E R; w’ E C and let T be u period of this rule. Suppose 
that the word w = w’w2xTd is T-periodic. Then &(w’w* (xTd - x)) = F,,’ Zi+’ 
f + F;+de(T) . Zj+dv(r) for SOFW2 words Z;+l , , Zi+d$r). 
Proof. Let H’ , . , HI be all the occurrences of the minimal reducible T-periodic words 
in the word w enumerated from left to right. For any i, 1 5 i < 1, denote by Fi the 
triple of the second type which is defined with the pair (H,,Hi+‘). Let Hk be the last 
occurrence which is contained in w’ w*x. Denote by Hkxk the end of w’ w2x and let yi be 
a word such that Hi+’ is an end Of Hiyi. Then i3(w’w2.x) = F’.x2+i3(i2&(Hl .yl).x2) = 
F’ .x~+&(H~.x~)=F’ .x2+F2.xs+...+Fk_ ‘xk. Analogously, i3(w’w2.xTd)= 
F’.x~+...+F~-‘.x~+F~.x~+‘+...+F~.xI+’, whereF,xj+’ isanendofw’w2xTd for 
k < i 5 1. Therefore, i3(w’w2. (xTd -x)) = Fk ‘xk+’ + . . . + FI-’ ‘xl. Obviously, H, is 
a right shift of Hk into d periods T in the word w’w*xT”, so q = I - k = dv(T). q 
Now we may apply Lemma 4.1 and obtain 
d,(t) = t”u2u3 (u4 - (u4)‘) + (F,,’ zifl + + F,+,sCr, z~+~,(~)) 
+ ” + (Fi+(d-I)NT)+I Zi+(d-I)\,(T)+1 + + F;+dv(T) Zi+ds(T)). (4.4) 
So, a,(t) = d (FI + . . + F,,(T.)) = d Q(T). It is clear that for any period T of 
some rank this construction is possible, so all the elements of the form d . Q(T) are 
in the image of $4. 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that we have to consider only the case when p2 is 
a beginning of ss and an end of ~2. The formula (4.3) holds. We have to compute 
ix(w’w* (c4 - (v4)‘)). 
Definition. Let h = tl . MI + . . + (k mk be an element of P3, where t’,.. .,& E 
VC3) and m’, . ,rnk E ZM. We call the element h acceptable if the element h = 
&(ml)t’ + . . + &(mk)& t Pj is a linear combination of some triples of the first type 
and elements of the form d . @a(T). 
Lemma 4.2. Let (w’w’, t) E R, w’ E Z. Suppose that zTd is an irreducible word and 
suppose that the word w2z ends with some long T-periodic word z, where z Td is 
T-periodic. Then the element i3(w’w2 . (zTd - z)) is acceptable. 
We shall use this lemma in the proof of the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. H3(Mr,,,d) (Y > 1, m > 3, d 2 1) is an inJinite direct sum oj’copies of 
zd. 
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Proof. It follows from (4.1 k(4.3) and Lemma 4.2 that Im 8, is generated by all triples 
of the first type and all elements of the form d.@(T). We know that Ker & is generated 
by all triples of the first type and all elements of the form Q(T). Then the quotient 
group is a sum of copies of ZjdZ = Z d. These copies are in fact in one-to-one 
correspondence with the cyclic words T for all periods T of some rank. Obviously, 
the set of such words is infinite for r > 1. q 
Now we have to prove Lemma 4.2. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We use induction on the length of the word w ’ w2zTd. Consider 
two cases. 
Case 1 : The word w2z is irreducible. It is clear that w2zTd is not irreducible since 
it ends with a reducible T-periodic word. Let w2w3 be a beginning of w2zTd having 
a minimal length which is reducible. Then Td = z’zz, where w3 = zr’, and r’ is 
non-empty. Obviously, some end of the word w2w3 is a left side of some rule. We 
may put w2 = wiwz, where (wizr’, t) E R and wi is non-empty. We shall prove that 
this rule has period T. Denote by U its period and let 1 be its rank and let k be the 
rank of T. 
If the word w;zr’ is T-periodic, then k < 1 by the definition of a period of rank k. 
The case k < 1 contradicts Lemma 2.4 [8] and Lemma 4 [9]. So, k = 1. Obviously, 
CJ and T are conjugate, so T is also a period of our rule. 
If the word wizr’ is not T-periodic, then it ends with a product of a long T-periodic 
word and a non-empty word r’. Since a long k-periodic word cannot be l-periodic 
with 1 < k by Lemma 2.4 [8] and Lemma 4 [9], we have k 5 1. If k < 1 we use 
Lemma 2.3 [8] and obtain a contadiction as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. So, k = 1 and 
T is also a period of our rule. 
Suppose that (w’ , w2, w3) is not a triple of the first type. Then it is easy to see 
that the word w’w2zTd is T-periodic. Now one can apply Lemma 4.1 and obtain 
that the element i3(w’w2 . (zT” -z)) IS acceptable. So, let (w’, w2, w3) be of the first 
type. Obviously, i3(w’w2 . z) = 0 by the definition of i3 since w2z is irreducible. 
Further, i3(w’w2 .zT”) = w’w2w3. 72 + i3(i2&(w’w2 w3). ~2). Using (3.2.2) we have 
i2&(w’w2 . w3) = w’w2 . (w3)‘, where (w3)’ is the result of deleting d periods T from 
w3. Thus, i3(i2d2(w’w2.w3).T2) = i3(w’w2.((w3)‘z2)^) = i3(w’w2.z) = 0 (we used the 
fact that the word (w3)‘r2 is the result of deleting d periods T from the word w3r2 = 
zrl r2 = zTd, so it equals z). We have obtained that i3(w1w2. (zTd -z)) = w’w2w3 ~2. 
So, it is acceptable. 
Cuse 2: The word w2z is not irreducible. Let w2 = w:wi,z = w3[,(w:w3,t) E R, 
where w2w3 is a minimal reducible beginning of the word w2z; w:w3 be its minimal 
reducible end. It is clear that wi, w3 are non-empty. We put wtw3 = t’t2 where t’ E 2Z. 
The definition of i3 implies that i3(w’w2 .zTd) = w’w2w3 . [Td + i3(i2d2(w’w2 . w3) 
<Td); i3(w’w2 .z) = w’w2w3 ( + i3(il&(w’w2 . w3). [). So, 
i3(w’w2 (zTd -2)) = 1.1.“~‘~~ . ([Td - [) + i3(i2&(w’w2 w3). ([Td - 4’)). 
(4.5) 
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Let (w’,w*,w~) be a triple of the first type. By (3.2.2) we have i2&(w’w2 w3) = 
w’ w* . (w3)‘, where (w3)’ is the result of deleting it periods U from the word w3, 
where U is a period of the rule (w2w3,t) E R. Using (4.5), we obtain 
ij(WlW2 (ZP -z)) = w’w2w3 . (p - [) + i3(w’w2 ((w3)qTd - (w3)‘i)). 
(4.6) 
If t[ = wi(ws)[ ends with a long T-periodic word, we may apply the inductive as- 
sumption and prove that the element in (4.6) is acceptable. So, we assume the contrary. 
The word r has a proper end t[ (recall that w2z ends with a long T-periodic word r 
and also ends with to. Let k, 1 be ranks of T, U, respectively. Since t, being a long 
(/-periodic, is also T-periodic, then I 5 k by Lemma 2.4 [8] and Lemma 4 [9]. More- 
over, 1 < k since otherwise t[ is long T-periodic. The word r cannot contain the word 
wzw3 by the definition of a period of rank k. Then r begins with some l-periodic word 
of the form t’t, where t is long I-periodic and 1 < k. It follows directly from Lemma 
2.3 [8] that t[ should be long T-periodic since z = t’ti. We have a contradiction. 
Now let (wi, w*, w3) be a triple of the second type. Now we apply (3.2.3) and obtain 
that i2&(w’w2 w3) = (I(* 1. Thus, 
i3(w1w2. (zTd -z)) = w’w2w3 ([Td - 5) + i3(l’t2 (iTd - i)). (4.7) 
In the case when r2[ ends with a long T-periodic word, we apply the inductive as- 
sumption and show that (4.7) is acceptable. Assume the contrary. The word w*z = 
w:wiw’[ = ~~~‘5~~ ends with r. Since t2[ does not end with r, r contains wiw3. 
Using Lemma 2.4 [8], Lemma 4 [9] and the definition of a period of rank k we 
obtain that this situation is possible only if T is a period of the rule (wzw3, t). But 
now t2 is long T-periodic, so is t2[. This is a contradiction. The proof of Lemma 4.2 
is complete. 0 
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